
Knit Along Scarf

This project will create a 30cm wide scarf that can either be converted into 
a snood or left straight. Each section is different and you won't know what 
each section looks like until you've knitted it- but don't worry, I wouldn't get 
you to knit anything horrible!

You can use any colours you want- maybe a different one each section? Or 
swap your scarf between friends at each section change over? It is 
completely up to you.

Have fun! :)

Equipment needed:-
DK weight yarn of your choice
4mm needles
Cable needle
Darning needle

Stitches:-
sl1Pwise: slip 1 stitch from the left hand needle to the right as though to 
purl
k2tog: knit 2 stitches together- a decrease
yo: yarn over- wrap the yarn around the right-hand needle from back to 
front counter clockwise before knitting the next stitch, then just work the 
next stitch as normal- an increase
sl1, k1, psso: slip 1 stitch from the left hand needle to the right as though 
to knit, knit next stitch, pass the slipped stitch back over the stitch just 
knitted and off the needle.
C6Btbl: slip 3 stitches purlwise onto cable needle and hold at back of work, 
knit 3 through back loop off left hand needle, then knit 3 sts through back 
loop from cable needle.
k2tbl: knit 2 stitches through the back loop
p2tbl: purl 2 stitches through the back loop
Left cross stitch: ktbl of 2nd stitch on left hand needle, but do not slip it 

  off, k 1st stitch on left hand needle, slide both 1st & 2nd 
  stitch off together.



Right cross stitch: K 2nd stitch on left hand needle, but do not slip it off, 
   ktbl of 1st stitch on left hand needle, slide both 1st & 
   2nd stitch off together.

p1f&b: purl into the stitch as normal, but before slipping the stitch off your 
   left needle, purl through the back loop also. (stitch increase)

C3bk: Slip one stitch from left needle on to cable needle and hold at back 
   of work, k2 from left needle, k st on cable needle.

C3b: Slip one stitch from left needle on to cable needle and hold at back of 
   work, k2 from left needle, p st on cable needle.

P3tog: The same as purling 2 together, but with 3 stitches instead.
(k1, p1, k1) in same stitch: Knit into the stitch but do not slip it off the left 
needle, bring yarn to front of work so as to purl into the same stitch (do not 
slip stitch off left needle), bring yarn to back of work so as to knit into same 
stitch again. Slip the stitch off left needle. (2 stitches increased)

Section 12-   Blackberry Stitch  

Continue on from Section 11.
   1) Sl1Pwise, k to end.
   2) Sl1Pwise, p to last st, k1.
   3) Rep row 2).
   4) Sl1Pwise, p1 *(k1, p1, k1) in same st, p3tog; rep from * to last 2 sts, 
p1, k1.
   5) Rep row 2).
   6) Sl1Pwise, p1, *p3tog, (k1, p1, k1) in same st; rep from * to last 2 sts, 
p1, k1.
   7) to 10) Rep rows 3) to 6) once more.
  11) to 16) Rep rows 1) & 2) another 3 times.
 
Don't bind off! You will continue knitting section 13 from this point.


